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The right of marine subrogation is very important in marine insurance. It 
provides the legal basis to settle the conflict of interests between insurer, 
insured and wrongdoer, when insured enjoy double claims, i.e. the claim for 
damages and claim in insurance contract. The purpose of subrogation is the 
prevention of the unjust enrichment of the insured, and to make wrongdoers 
burden the result at last. The thesis, taking the method of comparative analysis, 
analyzes the basic theory of the right of marine subrogation, and does some 
research on existing problems which are controversial in practice, at last puts 
forward some suggestions for them. 
Chapter 1 is about the basis theory of the right of Marine Subrogation. It 
firstly analyzes the concept of marine subrogation. Secondly, explains the 
marine subrogation from the point of Common Law and Continental Law. At 
last, it points out the influence of the special aspects of marine transportation 
on the marine subrogation. 
Chapter 2 is about the scope of marine subrogation. It firstly introduces 
the conditions of enforcement for marine subrogation briefly, and then does 
some special research on the scope of marine subrogation, pointing out it’s 
limited by the scope of insured’s claim, insurance compensation paid by the 
insurer and insured liability. At last it analyzes the trend of expansion on the 
scope of marine subrogation. 
Chapter 3 is about the insured and marine subrogation. At first 
beginning ,it analyzes the assistant obligation of insured for the marine 
subrogation, then discusses the insured’s obligation of not to impair marine 
subrogation deeply , points out some shortcomings in our current law and 














enlarge the meaning of the insured ’s obligation to the level of safeguard or 
not. 
Chapter 4 is about the conflict and settlement between the claim for 
damages and marine subrogation. It firstly points out the claim for damages 
and marine subrogation often conflicts because of the special aspects of 
marine transportation, then introduces the practices in England and theories in 
Continental Law, at last concludes the theory of priority of victim should be 
more suitable. At last it narrates the influence of insurance value and 
deductible coverage on this problem. 
Chapter 5 is about the procedural problems of marine subrogation. It 
contains three parts, the first is about the nominal plaintiff of marine 
subrogation, the second is about the jurisdiction of marine subrogation 
litigation, and the last one is about the limitation period of marine subrogation. 
In each part, it firstly analyzes the current law in our country, points out the 
exiting problems and brings forward some suggestions at last. 
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① 对此，本文将在第二章第二目讨论详述。 
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